Suffolk University hosts Boston 2024: Going for Gold

Public forum to address the opportunities and challenges of improving Boston’s transportation and infrastructure for the Summer Olympics.

Suffolk University on WBZ-AM (Radio) - Boston, MA
03/17/2015 05:03:43

... an airing yet again this morning a public forum will be held at Suffolk University people on both sides will be here double the disease carrier Toomey joined us us we do this all over again it will be a figure they will ...

Suffolk University on WCVB-BOS (ABC) - Boston, MA
03/17/2015 05:09:33
Newscenter 5 Eyeopener (News)

... when convicted of murdering his wife cheryl in 1990. emily: suffolk university is looking at how boston's olympic bid could help or hurt the region. it'll host a public forum this ...

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
03/17/2015 05:10:57
7News Today in New England (News)

... will have another chance to voice their opinions. >> christa: suffolk university is hosting the public forum addressing how the city will address things like housing and infrastructure, transportation ...

Suffolk University on WBZ-BOS (CBS) - Boston, MA
03/17/2015 05:34:18
WBZ This Morning (News)

... boston's olympic bid will take the stage at suffolk university. this is state leaders thinking about an outside consultant. house speaker deleo wants to make sure taxpayers aren't ...

Suffolk University on WBZ-AM (Radio) - Boston, MA
03/17/2015 06:03:38

... for the 2024 Olympics will be the subject of a public forum it happens at Suffolk University double the disease carrier to me this year there are people on both sides of the debate will be the recordings of ball faces ...
Suffolk University is looking at how Boston's Olympic bid could help or hurt the region. It'll host a public forum this ...

... when convicted of murdering his wife Cheryl in 1990. Emily: Suffolk University is looking at how Boston's Olympic bid could help or hurt the region. It'll host a public forum this ...

... will have a chance to voice their opinions tonight at Suffolk University. This is a public forum and will address how the city will address housing, infrastructure and transportation issues. ...

... Boston will have another chance to voice their opinions. Suffolk University is hosting a public forum tonight. The event will address how the city will work to address things like housing, infrastructure and ...